CASE STUDY: SCIN & Shell
Steel-Cement Interfacial Nanobond (SCIN) surface treatment is a hydrophilic nanocomposite for enhanced steel-cement bonding

The bond between casing and cement placed in the annulus is a critical element in wellbore construction. A poor steel casing-cement
bond can result in dangerous well blowouts and catastrophic accidents (Figure 1).
In addition, bond logging is dependent upon the acoustic coupling
between cement and the pipe. If the acoustic coupling is weak,
the cement cannot be properly evaluated leading to unnecessary
remedial cementing. Cement remediation costs can range from
$100k to over $10M.

Figure 1: Failing Steel-Cement Interface

Oceanit developed SCIN, a nanocomposite surface treatment
for enhancing the interfacial bond between steel and cement.
SCIN creates a permanent, extremely hydrophilic surface which
improves CBL accuracy and reduces unnecessary cement
remediation. SCIN vastly improves the acoustic steel-cement
coupling, enabling far more accurate acoustic bond integrity
measurements.

This case study describes an Oceanit collaboration with Shell Oil Company, a wholly owned subsidiary of Royal Dutch Shell. Shell
asked Oceanit to produce a version of the hydrophilic nanocomposite to facilitate better acoustic signal clarity when applied to pipe
under the conditions of wellbore cementing.
SCIN solved several of Shell’s challenges:
• Cement quality in the annulus of a wellbore was		
verified using acoustic bond logging, but the results   
were often ambiguous
• Projects were delayed while logs are analyzed
• Additional surface of casing pipe is inherently
hydrophobic and repels cement slurry
Figure 2: Water Drop After Final SCIN Application to Steel Casing Pipe
Steel-Cement Interfacial Nanobond Treatment
In collaboration with Shell, Oceanit developed SCIN as an
advanced nanotechnology treatment that chemically modifies the surface of steel to achieve superior interfacial bond strength
between steel and cement.
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CASE STUDY: SCIN & Shell
By increasing the hydrophilicity of steel, SCIN allowed cement
slurries to be increasingly drawn to the casing surface and cured
with far greater uniformity along the full length of casing pipe
(Figure 3).
The partnership leveraged facilities at the Shell Technology
Center Houston, which were used to support initial development
and rapid, tight testing cycles with frequent feedback loops
between Shell and Oceanit.

Figure 3: Untreated Pipe vs. SCIN-Treated Pipe

In under 15 months, three successful field trials in the Marcellus play in Appalachia were carried out. SCIN technology went on to be
field tested in over 10 unconventional and deep-water environments with Shell.
The trials in Appalachia demonstrated that SCIN could significantly
improve sonic cement evaluation logs. And in 2016, Shell’s deepwater GoM engineering teams deployed treated casings in the Gulf
of Mexico.
Results of using SCIN
SCIN demonstrated that it is an economical solution to improving
acoustic cement evaluation and effectively reduces the frequency
of costly cement remediation and prevents unnecessary cement
remediation.
Figure 4: Cement Evaluation Log with and without SCIN
Post-job cement evaluation logs demonstrate a consistent
improvement in acoustic coupling between SCIN treated casing and
cement (Figure 4). Oceanit developed a highly scalable process for Shell that is suitable for steel tubulars, valves, and components.
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Figure 5: SCIN Value Scenario

SCIN created a uniform interfacial bond between steel and
cement, reducing the need for squeeze jobs
SCIN removed the ambiguities in acoustic bond logging,
eliminating inaccurate results which often lead to
unnecessary cementing
Using SCIN eliminated significant delays and
nonproductive down-times (and associated costs) from
uncertain bond log acoustic signatures

SCIN showed excellent high-pressure, high-temperature, and
chemical stability under field conditions. Based upon an example
100-well portfolio, the economic benefits below show that savings
from SCIN could be significant to even modestly-sized operations
(Figure 5).

Contact info@oceanit.com for more information on SCIN and our family of nanocomposite surface treatments.
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